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KEEPING YOUR FAMILY  
AND YOUR HOME SAFE.

StormPoint impact windows and patio doors are scientifically  

researched, engineered and tested to meet and exceed increasingly 

stringent coastal regulations.  At Lincoln, our products are 

manufactured to your exacting specifications creating a combination 

of beauty, quality and performance for almost any application or 

condition.

StormPoint products protect the structural integrity of your home 

or business by building on a successful Lincoln Window platform.  

The basic premise: start with the foundation of an already high 

performing Lincoln product and make it stronger.  This is done by 

using specifically designed reinforcements and laminated glass while 

incorporating heavy duty hardware.  

Performance engineered windows and patio doors - our specialty.  

Quality products, vast options and on-time deliveries - our commitment.   

Satisfied customers - our mission!
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Protected 
Structure

Unprotected 
Structure

The Importance of Impact Product
During windstorms and hurricanes, wind-borne debris is common.  Debris slams 

into windows, and following impact, windows may be subjected to sustained 

gusting winds.  To protect a building or residence, windows and patio doors must 

resist penetration by debris and remain in place and intact throughout the storm.  

If the building envelope is breached, through a broken window or patio door, 

wind may enter the building causing an increase in pressure that could lift the roof 

and push the walls outward.

Results show that specially designed laminated glass products pass wind-borne 

debris impact tests.  When broken, glass fragments tend to remain integral by 

adhering to the plastic interlayer, helping to preserve the stability of the building 

envelope.
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Wind-borne Debris Zones
Areas prone to hurricanes and windstorms are 

categorized into wind-borne debris zones.  Each 

zone indicates possible wind speeds for that area 

during a hurricane.  Building code certification 

standards have been developed in each zone, 

requiring homes to withstand harsh environmental 

conditions.  

NOTE: Codes for local jurisdictions may vary.  

Selecting the appropriate StormPoint products to 

ensure compliance with all building codes is the sole 

responsibility of the architect, builder, developer 

and/or owner.  Contact your local building code 

officials for more information.

Product Testing
Every StormPoint product line is put through a 

rigorous series of tests to ensure they meet ASTM 

certification standards.  The results of these tests 

indicate what protection level and wind-borne 

debris zone each product is certified for.  All Lincoln 

StormPoint product meet the requirements for 

Missile Level D, Zone 3.

Casement after impact.2x4 being shot at a patio door.
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Laminated Glass
StormPoint products are built to withstand unpredictable weather by 

incorporating Sea-Storm® laminated glass.  This special glass is produced by 

bonding a combination of plastic vinyl layers and polyester film between two 

panes of glass creating a single sheet.  

Sea-Storm® glass looks like ordinary glass, but is designed to pass stringent building 

requirements in high wind speed areas.  It protects like a shield against accidental 

impact, forced entry, sun damage and unwanted noise.  Extensive testing shows 

that upon impact, broken glass fragments tend to adhere to the durable, bonded 

plastic vinyl interlayer, reducing the risk of injury and damage to your buildings’ 

structure.

Glass
Take your laminated glass a step further by adding one or more of the many 

performance glass options we offer.  

Energy Efficient: 

 ■  LoĒ²-272®: Two layers of silver coatings and argon gas fill, often considered a 

great performing glass with excellent U-values.

 ■  LoĒ³-366™/Neat®: Three layers of silver and argon gas fill increase performance 

including: Superior solar control, higher UV protection and great U-values. 

Neat® glass requires less maintenance with longer intervals between cleanings.

 ■  Argon: For greater energy efficiency, argon is added to all Low-E glass units, at 

no cost to the customer, with the exception of those units requiring capillary/

breather tubes.  These units include, but are not limited to, glass 12” and less 

in width or height and units shipped over high elevations.  Lincoln does not 

guarantee that the initial argon fill rate will be maintained over the life of 

the product.  Argon depletion may decrease energy efficiency.  For more 

information, contact your local distributor or Lincoln Wood Products, Inc.

Low Maintenance: 

 ■  Neat®: Permanent coating of silicon dioxide on glass exterior.  Washing effort 

and frequency is reduced by smoother exterior surface.

 ■  Preserve®: Thin polyester film on both interior and exterior which aids in 

keeping glass protected during construction and eliminates label ‘ghosting’.

Specialty: 

 ■ Tinted: Gray, Green and Bronze. Solar Cool Gray and Bronze.

 ■ Patterned: Rain, Reed, Glue Chip and Pattern 62. 

 ■ Safety: Standard Laminated and Tempered.

Without Neat® With Neat®

Preserve

Laminated Glass Construction with .090 PVB Interlayer
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Laminated Glass Protects Your Investment
You’ve probably spent countless hours designing your dream home and will 

make a significant investment building it in both time and money.  Protecting this 

important asset against severe weather conditions, by choosing Lincoln impact 

products with laminated glass, only makes sense.

 Storm Barricade: Resists impact from air-borne projectiles and debris without the 

need for storm panels or shutters.  Remains integral even after glass breakage and 

during high/low pressure ‘pumping’.

 Safety Shield: Is tougher to break.  If broken, the vinyl interlayer remains in the 

frame with glass fragments adhering to it, providing a strong barrier against forced 

entry.

 Solar Screen: Offers a clear glass appearance with enhanced solar control 

protection and less fading of furniture, flooring, artwork and other home 

furnishings.  Aids in lowering air conditioning bills.

 Sound Control: Reduces unwanted outside noise in high traffic areas.  Train tracks, 

airports and heavy highway traffic are less obtrusive.

Residential

Remodeling

Light Commercial

CLICK: lincolnw
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Exteriors
 Distinction Collection (Aluminum Clad): Low-maintenance extruded aluminum 

in eight standard colors, thirty-eight feature colors, seven spray-on anodized 

colors and our computerized color-match program.

 Harmony Collection (Vinyl Clad): Comprised of wood interiors with low-

maintenance extruded PVC vinyl clad exteriors.  The vinyl cladding is available 

in three (3) classic colors, White, Sandstone and Adobe or in six (6) matte finish 

painted exterior colors (Ivory, Beige, Coffee Bean, Hartford Green, Bronze and 

Black).

 Innovation Collection (Hybrid): Offers the traditional appearance of wood 

frames and cPVC exterior trim combined with aluminum clad or vinyl clad sash.

 Traditions Collection (Primed): Comes with a water-based acrylic latex primer 

applied to the exterior of the sash along with paintable cellular PVC sills, sill nosing 

and brickmould.  Swing patio doors are provided unfinished inside and out.

 Luxury Collection (Natural Wood): Species grade natural wood inside and out 

in Fir, Mahogany or Pine.

Exterior Trims
Add that finishing touch to the exterior of your windows and patio doors by 

trimming them with the many brickmould and casings offered by Lincoln.  Along 

with enriching the aesthetics of your home, these factory-applied trims reduce 

installation labor and hassle.

2” DH Sill Nosing
(cPVC Only)

2” Casement Sill Nosing
(cPVC Only)

2” Brickmould
(cPVC & Wood)

4” Brickmould
(Extruded Aluminum)

2” Brickmould 
(Extruded Aluminum)

Backband 
(cPVC Only)

1”x 5-1/2” Flat Casing
(cPVC & Wood up to 8” in Width)

Williamsburg 
(cPVC & Wood)

2” Brickmould 
w/J-Channel 

(Vinyl)

1”x 3-1/2” Flat Casing 
w/J-Channel

(Vinyl)

Standard Sill Nosing
w/J-Channel

(Vinyl)

Clad Sill Nosing
(Extruded Aluminum)

7/8” Clad Sill Nosing
(Extruded Aluminum)

Standard Sill Nosing
(cPVC & Wood)

1”x 3-1/2” Flat Casing
(cPVC & Wood up to 8” in Width)

1”x 4” Flat Casing
(Extruded Aluminum)

Standard Colors - AAMA 2605

Classic BlackHartford Green

BronzeBeige Coffee Bean

AdobeIvoryWhite

Spray-On Anodized Colors - AAMA 2604

BlackDark BronzeMedium Bronze

Auburn

Light BronzeChampagneClear

Due to printing limitations, the colors shown are for representation only.

Feature Colors - AAMA 2605
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Interiors
Nothing enhances the look and feel of a room more 

than the richness and natural beauty of wood.  With 

that in mind, we offer six luxurious wood species.  

Lincoln’s StormPoint Series is tough on the outside 

and attractive on the inside.

Fir

Oak Cherry

Alder Mahogany

Pine (Standard)

Interior Finishes
Define inner beauty by choosing a time saving factory-applied interior finish coat 

from Lincoln StormPoint.

 Natural Wood: Lincoln will leave your interior wood surface sanded smooth, 

ready for stain and sealer.

 Primed: A base coat of primer prepares the interior for painting.

Pre-Finished White: To take things a step further, we also offer a factory applied 

top-coat of paint. Pre-Finished White is intended to be your final coat of paint and 

reduce jobsite finishing costs.
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Lites and Grilles
Choose Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) for beautiful 

and historically accurate grilles.  If you prefer easier 

cleaning, classic removable interior grilles are the 

perfect option.

 Simulated Divided Lite (SDL): Interior wood bars 

with aluminum or vinyl exterior bars available in 5/8”, 

7/8”, 1-1/8” and 2” bar widths.  

  Removable Interior Wood Grille: Single profile 

widths of 5/8”, 1” and 1-1/4” and a double profile 

width of 7/8”, both with or without surround.

Additional Options
Accessorize your StormPoint products with this 

extensive offering of options including: UltraVue 

screens, interior wood casings, extension jambs, 

nailing fins, jambliner covers, spread mulls and 

accessories, brickmoulds, exterior cPVC or wood 

trims, aluminum casings, retractable screens and 

much more.

Interior Wood Grille Simulated Divided Lite

BetterVue UltraVue
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Hardware
Manufactured to resist the damaging effects of the harshest coastal environment, 

StormPoint hardware will provide many years of quality service.

 Casement and Awning: Low-profile folding crank handle, operator cover and 

lever lock in seven finishes.

 Double Hung: Integrated balance system with low-profile pick resistant locks and 

a surface mounted tilt latch available in seven finishes.

 Out-Swing Patio Door: Eight stylish handles, six backplates and twelve solid 

finishes and two split finishes (not shown).  For details, see our Patio Door Options 

flyer.

Swing Patio Door

Double Hung

Casement/Awning
Satin Nickel

Faux Bronze

Oil-Rubbed Brass

Polished BrassWhite

Windows & Patio Doors

Antique NickelMatte Black Antique Brass

Brushed ChromePolished Chrome

Dark Bronze

Antique Bronze

Patio Doors Only

Coppertone Bronze

Windows Only
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Double Hung Windows
The variation of product available in double hung windows provides convenient 

solutions when and wherever these traditional windows are used.  StormPoint 

double hung configurations include standard double hung units, standard units 

with cottage or oriel venting, mulled units and triple picture windows.  Factory 

mulled transoms are an elegant touch when additional height is needed.   Our 

commitment to quality products allows for custom sizes throughout all of our 

product lines.  Lincoln StormPoint Double Hung Windows are technically 

advanced, while steeped in our romance with the past, and are a fine finishing 

touch to traditional construction.

Features Benefits

Traditional Architecture This timeless design has been the architects’ favorite for years.

Heavy Duty Hardware Hardware performs year after year.

Seven Hardware Finishes Match your interior décor for a consistent look throughout the 
home.

Tilt-in Sash Both top and bottom sash tilt to the interior for easier cleaning.

Mulling Combinations Mulling configurations group windows in two-wide, three-wide and 
studio units with operating flankers.

Block & Tackle Balance Sash weight is compensated for making windows easy to operate.

Interlock with Weatherstrip Double protection against air infiltration with multiple weatherstrips 
and interlocking sash.

Available Enhancements

Oriel and Cottage Style Sash 

Jambliner Covers

Factory Applied Extension Jambs

Aluminum and UltraVue Screen Mesh

Custom Sizing

Hybrid Frame and Sash Combinations

Seven Hardware Finishes

Sash Set  and Direct Set Transoms
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Casement & Awning Windows
Lincoln’s StormPoint casement window is immensely popular because of its vast 

range of sizes and flexibility.  Use your imagination to mull, stack or combine with a 

stationary center as a triple picture.  Add transoms, radius or geometric accent units 

for signature window designs.  Take advantage of the glass and glazing options to 

add even more dramatic statements for architectural appeal.  Casement windows 

lock with a conveniently located single handle multi-point locking system.  During 

foul weather, locked casements create a very tight seal as the sash compresses 

frame weatherstripping.  Lincoln’s StormPoint casement windows are the perfect 

solution in design flexibility, appearance and performance.

Features Benefits

Modern Lines Sleek elegant exterior lines favor modern architecture.  Sash are set 
back providing desirable architectural detail.

Sash Lock Single lever, multi-point, concealed  sash locks pull sash tight against 
weatherstrip.

Silicone Injected Frame Frame corners are joined with a sturdy plastic key and silicone 
injected for a water-tight seal.

1-3/16” X 4-9/16” Frame Heavy duty construction supports large operating units and mulling 
and stacking combinations.

Folding Handle Handles fold neatly into operating cover while not in use.

Adjustable Hinges Sash can be moved for field corrections and better alignment with 
the frame.

Mortise & Tenoned Sash Exceptionally strong intersection with aesthetically pleasing 
sightlines.

Full Perimeter 
Weatherstrips

Frames are weatherstripped to seal while sash are closed and 
locked. 

Available Enhancements

Aluminum and UltraVue Screen Mesh

Factory Applied Extension Jambs

Sash Set  and Direct Set Transoms

Stainless Steel Hardware

Retractable Screens

Custom Sizing

Seven Hardware Finishes

Kerfed Jambs

Hybrid Frame and Sash Combinations
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Specialty Windows/Transoms
Modern architecture often includes higher sidewalls and open spaces. Filling a 

gable end with glass, including accent windows in a foyer or adding transoms to 

windows and patio doors has never been easier - we have just the right size and 

shape.

Lincoln offers rectangular & geometric units as well as radius products together 

totaling 20 different designs. Specialty windows can be complementary to our 

standard product or complete stand-alone windows.

Features Benefits

Sash Set Shapes Sight lines match with units below for clean architectural flow and 
attention to detail.

1-3/16” Frames Thick frames hold direct set glass or sash sets secure.

Limitless Grille Patterns Grille designs from gothic to radius pattern provoke individual 
inspiration.

4-9/16” Wood Jamb Jamb size is equal to windows and patio doors for consistent 
appearance.

Direct Set
Sash Set

Available Enhancements

Standard and Custom Sizing

Eleven Radius Wood Casing Styles

Factory Applied Extension Jambs

Multiple Mulling Configurations

Multiple Exterior Trim Options

Contemporary Glazing Stops
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Out-Swing Patio Doors
Open a door to beauty, performance and security.  Open a door to design 

and style.  Find all of this as you open your eyes to Lincoln swing patio doors.  

Designed to include variations in operation as well as appearance, Lincoln has 

not forgotten security, using the HTL HSL9000 multi-point locking system as a 

standard product feature.  Lincoln StormPoint swing patio doors are available with 

out-swing operation and wide (4-3/4”) stiles.  There are four standard heights, a 

selection of widths and choices of bottom rail height.  StormPoint out-swing doors 

define performance, defy the elements and showcase any outside view.

Features Benefits

Multi-Point Hardware Door sash resist warping, lock tightly, fit securely to weatherstrip and 
are secure.

Heavy Duty Hinges Corrosion resistant stainless steel, strong and functional to carry 
heavy sash weights.

Hardwood Sill Cover Aluminum sills feature hardwood threshold for warmth and 
durability.

Handle Finishes Many handle designs and backplate offerings for a unique project 
every time.

Available Enhancements

Factory Applied Jamb Extensions 

Clear Jambs

Keyed Alike Cylinders

Multiple Venting Options

Sash Set  and Direct Set Transoms

Single or French Swings

Custom Sizing

Spread Mulls

Offset Sash Sizing

Kerfed Jambs

Ball Bearing Hinges

Fourteen Handle Finishes
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When only the best will do.

Choose Lincoln for your new construction, remodeling or even light commercial 

projects.  With over 68 years of manufacturing experience built into every unit, 

we engineer our windows and patio doors for visual appeal as well as outstanding 

performance.  In addition, Lincoln backs it up with exceptional customer service 

before and after the sale.  

We are continually expanding our list of product offerings, options, and accessories 

and are confident that we have the perfect window or patio door to harmonize 

with your ideas and designs.

Not all StormPoint products are available with all options shown.  We will 
regularly be adding new products and options to the StormPoint series.  
Please contact your local dealer for current information.

Sea-Storm®, LoĒ³-366™, LoĒ²-240™, Neat® and Preserve® are 
registered trademarks of Cardinal Glass Industries.

Lincoln windows and patio 
doors carry an extensive 
product warranty.  Ask your 
dealer for complete information.

Committed to protecting and 
preserving the environment. 

Lincoln Windows is committed to environmental 
stewardship.  As responsible corporate citizens, 
we are dedicated to manufacturing energy 
efficient products and managing our resources 
in a manner that reduces our impact on the 
environment.

Many of our products carry 
certification by the National 
Fenestration Rating Council 
(NFRC).

Lincoln Windows is an 
Energy Star Partner.

Additional information 
on our products and 
options can be found at 
an authorized Lincoln 
dealer or online at 
lincolnwindows.com.


